
SCP-AC Meeting 
2022-03-21, Monday 
2-3PM 
 
Join Zoom Meeting 
https://ucdavis.zoom.us/j/91032201749?pwd=TklSQUphYSs5dkpsT3l3Q0I5SlhzQT09&from=addon 
Meeting ID: 910 3220 1749 
Passcode: 094504  
+16699006833,,91032201749#,,,,*094504# US (San Jose) 
+13462487799,,91032201749#,,,,*094504# US (Houston) 
 
Stella Tang (UCB), TJ Kao (UCD), Sarah Wallbank (UCI), Kevin Balster (UCLA), Sarah Sheets (UCM), Yoko Kudo 
(UCR), Catherine Busselen (UCSB), Liz Miraglia (UCSD), Shi Deng (UCSD/SCP Ex Officio), Becky Culbertson 
(UCSD/SCP Ex Officio), Cat Lu (UCSF) 
 
Absent: Cat, Catherine 
 
Recorder: Stella Tang 
 
Announcements (All) 
UCI -seeking a Cataloging & Metadata Librarian 
UCSD -seeking a library professional staff for Chinese language metadata specialist. UCSD participates in the 
stream line holding project. 
UCSC will participate in the OCLC Streamlined Holdings project for print holdings. They are not managing ER 
holdings in WorldCat for now.  Their ER Manager said it would be easier to manage ER holdings through 
WorldShare Collection Manager Knowledge Base. 
UCM - will hire a new AUL. Donald Barclay is retiring. Interviews were done last week. 
 
OCLC Streamline Holdings Project 
UCSD -  participates in the project 
UCSD - probably not 
UCM - not decided whether to participate, seems not necessary because they just took it out of WMS 
UCLA - still discussing, no decision yet 
UCB - talked about it briefly, no decision yet 
 
Updates from SILS Operations Groups 
Resource Management 

● Close to a final recommendation on the OCLC reclamation 



● Going to start talking about bound-withs soon 
● Also talking about re-starting the system-wide study hall/coffee sessions. One of them will be the GOBI 

session. 
 
Acquisitions/E-Resources 
E-Resources Update 
- 930/973 Fields for e-collection name: SCP may continue to use 930 for internal management, local campuses 
to decide on 973 needs.  
(Individual campuses may need to turn on the Primo display and index. SCP will not add 930 in the CZ records. 
If the CZ records are updated, the 930 fields will be wiped out.) 
 
- Multi-series e-collections: decided on a case by case basis regarding activation in NZ. SPC-AC will be brought 
into this process. 
 
- Forming subgroup regarding sharing licenses and will meet with ACQ reps regarding ILL terms 
 
SCP Field Operations Updates (Shi and Becky) 
 

● Staffing change: Sherry Lochhaas has joined the CDL Shared Collections Program as the 
Electronic Resources Services Manager on March 7, 2022, filling Holly Eggleston’s vacancy.  

● Still have the P2E portfolio cleanup project to do 
● Some catalog titles need to consult CDL acquisitions whether it is fine for SCP to clean up some of the 

issues and catalog the titles 
● 930 title hook change: UCSD found out that the Discovery cannot display marc field subfield p, the 

section title. SCP follows UCSD’s changed practice to combine the subfield p into subfield a. The 
punctuation that was between these two subfields is kept. Currently only for any new 930s added. Will 
make change retrospectively for the existing 930 in future 

● SCP/Becky has almost finished cataloging Open access collections approved as the quarterly project for 
2022Q1. See the list of collections at SCP Update - February 2022. Among CRL 3 collections that had 
been activated, Becky noticed title level linking issue with the Middle Eastern and North African 
collection and reported to ExLibris. Apress is the only collection we didn’t catalog since it has been 
added to Springer’s OA collection..  

● Becky: question about response time of reporting problems to ExLibris. 
Liz: It depends on the problem and how well their staff understands the issue, and whether they know 
how to fix it. 

● What are ExLibris tiers? Tier one = problem easy to fix. Tier two = support for something that exists, or 
problem may be related to development, like something that is supposed to work but is not. 



● SCP 2022 Quarter two project proposal was sent out (open access, anything that belongs to licensing). 
Open Indiana is the collection that UCLA cataloged.  

● SCP learned to use Alma Overlap and Collection Analysis tool: download  a CZ portfolios list of a CZ OA 
collection, then use the identifiers like ISSN, ISBN to upload into the Alma Overlap and Collection 
Analysis to see how many of them already exist in the CDL managed open access collection, and 
determine whether SCP needs to turn on the CZ OA collection. 

● GOBI sent the 2022 title list but SCP still needs the 2021 records. 
● SCP catalogers test the manual merging of the CZ and NZ records. 
● DOAJ: DOAJ contact told Becky that the open access start dates will be restored within the next two 

months. They had to backfill 1600 journals that have been accepted into DOJ between Nov. 20 and 
Dec. 2021. 

● CDL Cleanup Project page:  include the Cleanup Combination List (campus can check out column J &K 
on CDLA task completion status. Multiple spreadsheets are combined as one combo list to check the 
progress of different tasks/projects. The combo list is shared to campuses. 

 
Other 
OCLC/WorldCat reclamation for SCP (Shi) 

● SCP Records & OCLC WorldCat Holdings Streamline Project 
● Becky: Since SCP does not send out files of records to each campus anymore, they are thinking of 

reducing the number of OCLC symbols from 10 to 1 (SCPER). 
● Campuses have concern about not being able to tell campus’ holding in OCLC FirstSearch for their 

participated CDL resources. 
 
Question: any preferences? Like it or not? Any concern? Does it affect Primo’s search result since each 
campus’ Primo set up is different? 
 
TJ’s suggestion: Have a proposal and share with campus colleagues. 


